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Assignment 4 (due Friday, October 9 in class) 
 
 
I.  Calculating truth-conditions, node-by-node 
 
A. Using the class handout “Our (New and Improved) Fragment for English”, 
 along with the denotations for be, a fond, and of provided in sections 4.1  
 and 4.2 of Heim & Kratzer, calculate the truth conditions for (1) and (2): 
 
(1)             (2) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Use the class handout “Calculating Truth Conditions, Node-by-Node” as a  
 model for formulating your answers. 
 
 (Note:  both of the handouts are also posted at the course website.) 
 
B. For each node in (1) and (2), determine the semantic type of its denotation.  
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II.  Semantic composition without linear order  (3 pages) 
 
(Note:  this problem looks much longer than it is.  The entirety of this page, and 
part of the next page, provide some necessary background discussion.  Carefully 
read this discussion before answering the questions on the following two pages.) 
 
The compositional theory described in the class handout “Our (New and 
Improved) Fragment for English” has a couple of interesting properties.  The 
following ones are particularly relevant: 
 
UNIQUENESS:  No node α receives more than one denotation.  Our lexicon 
provides a unique denotation to each word (= terminal node), and the 
composition rules are written so that if they apply to a given node at all, then 
they determine a unique denotation for that node. 
 
ORDER INSENSITIVITY:  The composition rules make reference to the daughters of a 
node α, but they do not care about the linear order of these daughters.  That is, 
when we say that “α is a branching node with daughters β and γ ”, we have in 
mind either of the following structures: 
 
       or  
 
 
 
 
MAXIMALLY BINARY BRANCHING STRUCTURES:  Our composition rules provide 
denotations to nodes that have zero daughters (terminal nodes, or words), one 
daughter (non-branching nodes), or two daughters (binary branching nodes).  
They say nothing about nodes that have three daughters (ternary branching 
nodes) or more. 
 
This last property is a somewhat arbitrary restriction.  If necessary, we could 
formulate a compositional rule to provide denotations to ternary branching 
nodes.  Here is an example: 
 
2-Place Functional Application (2-FA) 
If α is a branching node with daughters β, γ, and δ, and [[  β ]]   is a function whose 
domain contains [[  γ ]]  , and [[  β ]]  ( [[  γ ]] )   is a function whose domain contains [[  δ ]] , 
then [[  α ]]   =  [[  β ]]  ( [[  γ ]] ) ( [[  δ ]] ) . 
 
Our new rule 2-FA tells us that in order to compute the denotation of α, when α 
has daughters β, γ, and δ, we first apply the function [[  β ]]  to [[  γ ]]  to get back the 
value [[  β ]]  ( [[  γ ]] ) ,  which should itself be a function.  We then apply [[  β ]]  ( [[  γ ]] )  to  
[[  δ ]]  to get back the value [[  β ]]  ( [[  γ ]] ) ( [[  δ ]] ) , which serves as the denotation for α. 
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II.  Semantic composition without linear order  (continued) 
 
Note that 2-FA is also insensitive to linear order.  For example, supposing that 
sentences involving and were ternary branching, 2-FA actually allows us to 
compute the denotation of (1) in two different ways: 
 
(1)     (2)   [[  S ]]   =  [[  and ]]  ( [[  S1 ]] ) ( [[  S2 ]] ) 
              =      [ λp ∈ Dt. [λq ∈ Dt. p = q = 1]] ( [[  S1 ]] ) ( [[  S2 ]] ) 
           =  1  iff  [[  S1 ]]  = [[  S2 ]]  = 1 
 
     (3)   [[  S ]]   =  [[  and ]]  ( [[  S2 ]] ) ( [[  S1 ]] ) 
              =      [ λp ∈ Dt. [λq ∈ Dt. p = q = 1]] ( [[  S2 ]] ) ( [[  S1 ]] ) 
           =  1  iff  [[  S2 ]]  = [[  S1 ]]  = 1 
 
In (2), S1 corresponds to γ and S2 corresponds to δ.  The situation is reversed in 
(3); now, S2 corresponds to γ and S1 corresponds to δ.  Of course, with and this 
choice doesn’t matter, since the final truth conditions in (2) and (3) are 
equivalent:   [S S1 and S2] denotes 1 iff S1 denotes 1 and S2 denotes 1.  In other 
words, (1) still has a unique denotation, even though our composition rules 
provide for more than one way to compute its denotation. 
 
 
 
A. Consider the hypothetical connective twithout, with the denotation: 
 
(4)  [[ twithout ]]   =  λf ∈ D<e,t> . [λg ∈ D<e,t> . [λx ∈ De . g(x) = 1 and f(x) = 0 ]] 
 
 Assume that structures containing twithout are ternary branching, as shown  
 in (5) for Betty sings twithout dancing.  (Throughout this problem, you  
 should ignore the semantic contributions of verbal morphology.) 
 
(5)   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 What predictions does our compositional theory make about the denotation  
 of the VP sings twithout dancing?  What is the crucial property of twithout  
 that makes it a problem for our order-insensitive composition rule 2-FA?   
 Describe the problem as precisely as you can. 
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II.  Semantic composition without linear order  (continued) 
 
B. One way to fix this problem would be to introduce order-sensitive  
 composition rules, i.e., ones that explicitly refer to the linear order of a node’s  
 daughters.  Formulate an order-sensitive version of our 2-FA rule to handle  
 structures containing twithout.  Show how your revised 2-FA rule solves the  
 problem by calculating the denotation of the VP sings twithout dancing. 
 
C. Another way to fix the problem would be to revise our syntax for twithout  
 and maintain our previous assumption that all structures are maximally  
 binary branching.  Propose a syntactic structure of this sort for Betty sings  
 twithout dancing, and show how it solves the problem by calculating the  
 denotation of the VP sings twithout dancing.  
 
D. Is the denotation in (4) sufficient to capture the meaning of the real English  
 word without?  Does your solution from Part C adequately account for the  
 truth conditions of sentences containing the real without?  
 
 For the purposes of Part D, you should just worry about examples in  
 which without is followed by a verb or VP, not examples in which it is  
 followed by a noun or NP or any other constituent.  Also, you should be  
 aware of the fact that verbs like sing and dance exhibit an ambiguity  
 between so-called ‘episodic’ and ‘habitual’ interpretations.  For example,  
 Betty sang can mean either that Betty sang on some particular  
 occasion, or that Betty was a (habitual) singer.  For reasons that we won’t go  
 into, this ambiguity disappears in the simple present tense, so that Betty  
 sings only has a habitual interpretation.  Be sure that you keep the  
 interpretations of the verbs constant in any examples that you construct, since  
 comparing habitual interpretations with episodic interpretations may  
 introduce additional factors that are irrelevant to the questions under  
 consideration here. 
 
E. Using our denotation for it-is-not-true-that and your solution from Part C,  
 calculate the truth conditions for the sentence Betty doesn’t sing without  
 dancing.  (Assume that this sentence has the exact same truth conditions as  
 the less natural It-is-not-true-that Betty sings without dancing.)   What  
 predictions do your results make about the sorts of circumstances in which  
 Betty doesn’t sing without dancing will be judged to be true?  Do you find  
 this sentence to be an equally accurate/appropriate description for all of these  
 circumstances?   
  


